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Abstract— Based on the received signal strength there exists
several channel models. In this paper, design a deep channel
for accurate prediction and modeling of wireless channel
variations, which is essential for several network applications.
The modeling and prediction help to schedule and provide
better video forecasting in 4G LTE network. The prediction
helps to improve bitrate adaptation for improved performance
in the Wi-Fi network. Based on the past signal strength we can
predict the future signal strength by using deep channel model.
Considering the two variants of the deep channel, ie, LSTM,
and GRU, the deep channel is highly adaptable to different
parameters of the channel and can predict the future channel
conditions like different mobility pattern, sampling rate, and
networks. According to two standards, the deep channel
comparison performance is, i) ARIMA ii) linear regression for
multiple network. Also, paper considering the 4G LTE, Wi-Fi,
WIMAX, Zigbee, and finally a comparison of all models in
other network scenarios.
Keywords—Deep learning; machine learning; GRU; LSTM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wireless network system has been
constantly increasing its performance as it is developing
from one generation to another. A growing tendency of
wireless networks is not just to react to changes but also to
expect more accuracy and signal strength. In networking
research and wireless communication, received signal
strength has a major role. The researches start with the
Gilbert and Elliot two-state Markov channel model.[1] The
predictable applications of this research show better video
forecasting over 4G networks [2], [3], the improvement of
performance in WiFi network by bit rate remodeling. [4],
[5], and massive and energy-efficient data transfer in sensor
networks.
The Researchers mainly focused on the design of
Markov models that show the impact of the characteristics
of the barrel
such as multipath fading, shadowing, path loss in received
signal strength. Most of the Markovian models to particular
network settings; it is mainly depending on parameters such
as, location, mobility and sampling rate. Therefore, it cannot
be used to predict signal strength on different wireless
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network. Nowadays the channel prediction problem is very
important.
Machine learning gives a computation of many data and
helps design templates that provide prediction of wireless
channel variations. It suited the deep learning models for
prediction problems and time series forecasting with various
input signals. So, investigating the wireless channel
prediction problems, here designs a deep channel which is
an encoder-decoder-based sequence to sequence the Deep
learning model, which can predict signal strength. So, two
components of Deep channel encoder and decoder in a
multilayer neural network are the focused area in this paper.
The encoder is used to take the past signal strength, which
computes the channel information, and the decoder predicts
the future signal strength.
Using data collected from various networks to investigate
signal strength received, like 4G LTE, Wi-Fi, Zigbee and
compares the performance of a Deep channel with linear
regression and auto integrated moving average (ARIMA).
Gain for Deep channels with higher signal strength
variations and higher performance gains. The parameters
sequence length, hidden layer number, and the type of
method used affect the performance in this case as well. This
is the best option parameters of configuring for deep
learning provide the best performance and it depends on the
dataset.
The sequence length depends on the performance, the
sequence length of size 20 shows information in data is
mostly useful beyond that sequence, measurement does
improvements not made the achievement. A simple
unguided learning strategy provides better performance than
a complex training method. The unguided scheme provides
a greater study on solution space and attains better prediction
performance.
Here we provide the result on the applicability of the model
in other network structures and also examine the path for
future research considering the performance of the trained
data on the hidden data of the past
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Prediction of Wireless channel studies start from the
two-state Markovian model. We mainly classified studies in
this field into two categories: i) different Markovian models
vary in arrive signal strength, and ii) different machine
learning models.

III. DEEP CHANNEL
C. Deep Learning Model
Antient Markovian models are close to nature, they make
only simple predictions, focused on some network
characteristics, and depends on few past data data to decide.

A. Markovian models
Gilbert and Elliott's model [1] is the most ancient. It is
a simple model to evaluate channel capacity and error rate
performance through burst wireline telephone circuits. This
model uses two states, in the first state transmission is errorfree, and in the second state has only the probability of
transmitting a digit correctly. This model uses time division
encoding.[2] gives detailed analysis on finite state
Markovian models. The Markov chain model [3] gives
understanding between the observed values and predicted
value of for both the temporary and steady state practices. A
Markovian model predicts the slow channel process in long
term evaluation (LTE) networks, the prediction can be done
through the statistical prediction of the LTI system. [4]. [5]
is an alternative approach for modeling the wireless channel,
channel model formed on Discrete-Time Markov Chain
(DTMC), modeling the channel variation for vehicular
networks.
B. Machine learning models
Earlier work based on prediction of channel using
machine learning it take out the useful features, and
identifying the critical links etc. [6] sensor network
communication increased by using machine learning
techniques. The TALENT is the use of online machine
learning techniques can improve the wireless
communication. [7]. The deep learning model improves the
deep models, and increases the accuracy of prediction
accuracy compared to older schemes. [8].
The increased use of deep learning solves many
problems in wireless communication. Deep-Fi can
successfully decrease spatial error compared with old
methods and Deep-Fi can attain excellent performance
under different parameters and different propagation
environments [9]. [10] can improve the efficiency of the
vehicular networks and functional characteristic.
The massive MIMO systems have more complexity,
which is overcome by direction of arrival calculation, [11].
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is more complex
for a fluctuating channel [12]. The other models are gaining
and link alignment [13], spectrum sharing in mixed wireless
networks [14], shadowing effects in without outfit [15]. [16]
forms the disadvantage of logical acceptance of models , but
[17] provides a traffic regulation models
In this paper, designed specifically for received signal
strength prediction. Prior works are more concentrated on
restoring to stimulations, here show the application the
model is to predict the signal strength of different networks.
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Fig. 1:Deep channel architecture.

Fig. 2: RNN model architecture.

Simple model-based approaches are not suitable with the
computational power and increasing data. The drastic
calculation and data in the last few years, machine-learning
provides better prediction.
Deep sequence-to-sequence models are mainly for
generating captions in videos[18], and natural language
translation [19]. The latest work [20] used for forecasting
and prediction purposes, using previous we can predict the
next data. The models can predict the data based on previous
data. The model can predict future data by preparing a large
amount of information. The deep learning model contains
different hidden layers, the encoded signals pass through
these layers.
B . Deep channel
This model is mainly divided into two. Figure 1
summarizes DeepChannel. The encoder accepts the past
signal strength values X and produces a vector C; the
decoder receives this as an input and produces ^ Y.^Y is the
predicted channel variation. This model has the advantage
that there is no need to have the length of input and output
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sequence are same [21]. Here RNN architecture is used. The
sequential layers, arranged as a network of nodes in encoder
and decoder. Each node in the successive layers is interconnected.

are conducted in distance 10m and 15m(Figures 8 (a) and 8
(b)).

Fig. 4: real and predicted values for 4G LTE (LSTM).

Fig. 3: model of LSTM cell architecture

Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) shows the structure of
RNN(single-layer). We do the calculation on unfolded
layers at each time step. In this Figures 𝑥𝑡 = [𝑥𝑡−2 , 𝑥𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 ];
̂ 𝑡 = [𝑦̂ 𝑡−2 , 𝑦̂ 𝑡−1 , 𝑦̂ 𝑡 ] is the
is the input vector and 𝑌
corresponding output vector,ℎ𝑡 is the hidden layer, and,
𝑤𝑥ℎ , 𝑤ℎℎ and 𝑤ℎ𝑦 are the weight matrices. The hidden layer
ℎ𝑡 serves as a memory. we calculated ht using the previous
hidden stateℎ𝑡−1 and the input 𝑥𝑡 . The hidden state of the
RNN is,
ℎ𝑡 = 𝜙(ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑡 )

Fig. 5: Comparison of real and predicted values for4G LTE(GRU).

(1)

where, ϕ is any non-linear activation function and 1≤ t≤
n. A standard recurrent neural network (RNN) consists of
the basic stimulation functions like tanh and sigmoid. RNN
gives some broadcast inaccuracy in the system. This affects
RNN’s capacity [22]. To avoid this error, introduce LSTM
and GRU cells; [21] by contains the “forget” facility.
The LSTM and GRU cells are same but differs in their
interconnections and the number of gates. The LSTM cell
have three gates, namely input gate, the output gate, and the
forget gate. Error problems handle by the forget gates. They
have shown both LSTM and GRU-based models effective in
various predictions and it is impossible to find theoretically
error [21]. In Figure 3 the network contains an LSTM cell.
Each cell has the same inputs and output.

Fig. 6:predictiond in wifi

Fig. 7: predictions in WiMAX.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

TABLE I: RE and MAE results.

Here calculate the parameters of deep channel. The
calculation depends on performance and training time.
Figures 4 and 5 show comparison between LSTM models
predicted and actual values. Here ARIMA and linear
regression obey previous data. Figures 6 (a), 6 (b) and 6 (c)
considering sampling rate for the prediction of data.
Figures 7 (a), 7 (b), and 7 (c) WiMAX network’s
predictions in indoor and outdoor. For Zigbee, predictions
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[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

Fig. 8: Zigbee results

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

Fig. 9: Industrial network comparison.

V. CONCLUTION
Here studied the problem of predicting the strength of
the received signal in wireless networks. We developed
Deep Channel, can predict the signal strength from the past
data. Here instigates different networks and its predictions.

[17]

[18]
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